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2 THE HOUSEWIFE. 

Odd iis of Information Concerniug 

Lalngs In the Culinary 

Department, 
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Ned Cnuses Insanity, 
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room, brain specialists reporting a 

great many cases of weakening of the 

intellect, and even entire Joss of reason 

have been traced to this cause, Thick 
binek blinds are the best of all, and 
green Is next best to induce healthful 
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Telephone Calls : 
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MONEY TO LOAN 
On 8 real estate security A 

mited amount in sums of from $500 to 

$1000 and any 1 ! of loans aes red 

in IATRer sums 

frst « 

mbes 
Bring deeds and avply 

reson 1 Ww. GALER MORRISON, 
Rishon St Bellefonte, Pa. 

BLACK DEATH An absolute anni 

hilator of all insects, lyags or beeties that 
prey on vegetation; positively kills potato 
bugs, squash bugs, pumpkin bugs, water 
welon bugs, currant worms, cabbage 

worms, ete, It will kill all kinds of | 

creeping things, that eat the leaves of | 
vegetables or plants i 

Every package 1s guaranteed to 
full strength and foll weight, For 
by RF. Voxapa, Comunrn, Pa 
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The Art 
Of Living, 

Papering! 

ainting! 

Decorating! 
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S. H. WILLIAMS 
Hien Stresr, 

DELLEFONTE, PENN'A  


